
              JOINT PULL APART
At this point we have done perhaps 400 miles of joint filler and have seen any number of circumstances with 
our materials and those of others.  Among the most common are joint materials that pull away from the side 
walls of the joint.  In the majority of cases this is due to the concrete shrinkage that continues for perhaps a year 
after the joint has been filled.

Below, courtesy of a competitor, Euclid Chemical Company, and the ACI – American Concrete Institute- are 
write ups on this as a common place and to be expected occurrence.  For brevity I will comment and use these 
as more in depth references for your review below.

Also, lastly is a durometer comparison scale.  There are three scales OO, A and D.  Joint fillers have hardness 
ratings in either A or D. It is useful to have a comparison scale to translate one to another.  For instance a 
durometer of  A80= D30.

The write up from Euclid is substantially correct and well done emphasizing that the joint needs to be 
completely filled for it to last, the wall edges need to be clean, and the over spill needs to be shaved off giving a 
smooth surface. Beyond that care needs to be taken that the joint filler can withstand the expected chemical 
exposure and be applied at the operating temperature. 

Freezers and coolers need joints filled at their operating temperatures so concrete shrinkage with temperature 
drop does not cause pull apart at the joint walls.  If the unit is expected to be raised and lowered in temperature 
the best that can be done is filling at the expected mid point in temperature range and hope for the best. For this 
we use our PFAC I which will cure to -40F.  This is also a VERY TOUGH material withstanding 50 ton earth 
mover steel tracks for 20+ years.  See below.

As noted below flexible joint fillers are not as flexible as some might think,- see description of this below- and 
those “caulks” which are VERY elastic so not give any joint wall protection – they are often used to go over 
isolation joints to seal them for cleanliness, and even as such we have seen ( and repaired ) them as they too 
pulled away from walls, etc., as the concrete continued to shrink. You should note that at lower temperatures 
this elasticity diminishes as the “caulk” gets colder.  Think bubble gum in a freezer.

So concrete shrinkage is normal and to be expected for the first year or so some and joint pull apart should also be 
expected and planned for.   Tom Hennessy March 2018
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At Fabco Caterpillar, in their steel track vehicle repair shop, they installed a heavy duty traprock floor topping 
in 1999 and the next year we installed our PFAC I joint filler – a Durometer D64. In all the joints after they had 
experienced many joint failures from the heavy weighting on the steel treads that collapsed the joint edges.  As 
seen below while some of the traprock continues to be broken the joint filler remains solid unaffected by the 
very heavy loading.
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REPAIR OF JOINT PULLAPART 

  
Repair of joints when they are pulled apart can be relatively straightforward 
or complex depending on the degree of separation. 
 

Separation is usually from one of three causes: 
 

1.     The new concrete has continued to dry out and shrink ( as described 
above) and the pour joints ( most usually) shrink and pull apart. 
 

2.     The concrete slabs move up and down and so break the bond of the joint 
filler against the joint wall.  This us usually a result of a hole under the slab 
and the slab moving as a result of a heavy load going over the joint making it 
move or in correct compaction ( or perhaps undersurface erosion) causing the 
soil compaction to be in complete so when a heavy load goes over the joint the 
slab moves and compacts the underneath soil and upon rebounding heaves a 
hole. 
 

3.     The joint first had a foam rod put in it and then a minimum of joint filler 
installed over it.  Loads over time will compress the joint filler materials and 
push the foam rod down and cause the joint filler to break off both sides of the 
joint wall.  The use of a foam rod with less than 2” of joint filler over top of it 
should not be allowed as breakage of the joint edges is almost certain to 
happen. 
  
In situation 1 where the joint materials is substantially broken from the joint 
wall removal of the joint materials, introduction of a solid backing materials ( 
sand is a good idea) under the to be replaced joint materials and refilling the 
joint is recommended. 
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In situation 2 stabilizing the slab with mud jacking or other sub surface 
remedies needs to be done first.  If the movement is minimal often deeply 
cutting into the joint- 2” or more- and refilling the PFAC often “glues the slab 
together” in normal use.  There is no guarantee this will work but it is a good 
first step and often does work.  If in normal use the slab does not move – this 
can be felt by straddling the joint and having a loaded fork truck drive over 
the joint. Movement can be readily felt in the feet this way.- simply patching in 
the open edges of the pulled apart joint with an epoxy paste is sufficient to 
once again seal the joint. 
  
In situation 3 total removal and replacement of the joint materials is essential 
as the foam rod will continue to depress in use and the joint will continue to 
break.  This construction is especially bad ( and is expressly disallowed) in 
food plants as it can allow black mold to grow under the foam rod and then 
the joint breaks mold can spread into the work area. 
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